
bksb for Digital Skills

In-Depth Reporting: 
Inbuilt progression reports are 
available from within bksb to provide 
meaningful insight at the click of  
a button, helping you track your  
learner achievement and provide 
valuable evidence of improvement  
for auditing purposes.

Powerful Connections: 
bksb connects with other education 
products from Advanced to create a 
joined-up suite of best-in-class solutions. 
Enrich your learner data by importing 
your Digital Skills progression data from 
bksb into PICS and ProMonitor.

Empowered Learners: 
Maximise learner engagement with 
bksb’s inbuilt learning resources, 
accessible from any device and 
designed to cover a range of levels. 
These multimedia resources address  
a range of workplace scenarios.

bksb is a global leader in education technology, with solutions 
for Functional Skills, Digital Skills and GCSE used by thousands 
of education providers and millions of learners around the 
world. As an online solution, bksb offers powerful assessment 
alongside personalised learning tools, all available online 
for your learners and tutors.With bksb, education providers 
receive a detailed view of each learner’s attainment  
and improvement, while increasing learner engagement 
through user-friendly resources suited to any level. 

The bksb Digital Skills solutions cover both Essential Digital 
Skills and Digital Functional Skills courses. These provide the 
learning and assessment resources needed for your learners 
to gain the basic digital skills necessary to navigate the digital 
world, from using everyday devices to solving more complex 
technical issues.  Using our curriculum expertise alongside 
the latest innovations in Artificial Intelligence, bksb offers a 
personalised and engaging progression pathway to learners  
of any level.

Immediate Feedback: 
Our learning resources are all self-
marking, providing your learners with 
immediate feedback and guidance on 
how to improve, with progress checks at 
the end of each learning module.

Intelligent Assessment: 
bksb uses Artificial Intelligence and 
a wealth of historic data to generate 
adaptive assessments suited to each 
individual learner, making sure that you 
are getting the most powerful data out 
of each assessment.

Learn the Fundamentals: 
The bksb Digital Skills courses guide 
each learner through a range of modules 
mapped to the EDS and DFS frameworks, 
covering areas from managing devices  
and communications to online safety.
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